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About This Game

After narrowly saving and escaping an earthquake struck Museum with her daughter, Susan Anderson is presented with an
extremely rare opportunity. One to travel the world, to explore never before seen landscapes, to find some of the greatest

unsolved treasures of our time. Follow Susan as she explores, solves, and unearths these centuries old well hidden masterpieces
lost in history.

Features:

5 Real Unsolved Treasures
Unique Geo-Cache side missions
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Honestly not that great. Get it on sale or don't.. I'm not much for hidden objects games. This is similar to a lot of the Big Fish
games. I bought it hoping there would be some puzzles to work with, but there are very few puzzles, if they can be called that.

I finished the first of 5 treasures within an hour, so I imagine the whole game will only take a few hours. Some of the things that
make the objects difficult are the scenes\/colors of the object and knowing what their definition of the object is. The trailer
shows two of the "puzzles," so if you do not want to get the answers spoiled, don't watch it!! Hopefully you read the comment
before watching the video.

The voice acting could be much better. Unfortunately, there are weird pauses and it seems like the voice actors were just
reading off the page and not so much acting.

If you like the hidden object genre and don't care too much for the puzzles, this is a pretty good buy currently at $1.25.

Note: I was playing on a touch screen, I didn't realize that if you hover the mouse around the scene, some objects will show a
cog that you need to interact with and make this a lot easier.. Well, what can I say, bought it for some cents to kill some time. I
have never played this kind of game before but I liked the idea.

It has a story,.....yes it has a story, it's average, however. If you liked "Where's Waldo? as a kid, you'll have a couple hours fun
with it.

5 treasures to find plus an abundance of smaller on multple screens for the first round, and another set of items for a revisit of
each of the locations to get a 100% completion rate for the game.

Ah, and don't forget the geocaches you can find (most of us might want to grab their glasses and move closer to the screen to
detect those ;-))

. I much prefer this type of Hidden Object game to the newer ones, that are more adventure-lite, having a minimum of HO
scenes, lots of wandering around and doing mini games.
This is the classic Hidden Object Game, where there are no mini games and only HO scenes.
Storywise it's on par with all the others in that it's basically a lot of nonsense.
The graphics really shows the game's age though, and it will probably keep a lot of people away, as it's really low-res and grainy.
Still, that didn't stop me from enjoying the game.. Good game with a kinda fun story even if it is a bit hand holdy.. Completed
in 2 hours and not a bad hidden object game. Liked the idea of a riddle for the geocache item, although the tutorial could have
explained better what that was. Worth the 45p or so I paid for it, but it did get a bit dull after a while.. Honestly not that great.
Get it on sale or don't.. Probably the worst hidden object game I have ever played. There is no story and no other puzzles than
the hidden object minigames and these are very poorly executed. The graphics are low resolution and unclear, the object don't
respect realistic scale and sometimes are almost entirely covered by other objects.
There is a ton of other HO games way better than this one.
20%, not recommended.. That was the brillent game ever
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A very well-made point and click,. it feels like acohesive adventure, with a nice story and more of an interactive and meaninful
feel to the majority of the objects. you interact more with the enviroment, and you also get more of a handle on finding those
impossible objects with the "object finder" tool, which givedss you a timed reveal of an object

This is a really nice, quick, puzzle game. This was a very unique game. The only flaw is that it makes Steam's window go big.
Otherwise it's an awesome game. I truly liked it. I would give this game 5 stars.. Terrible example of a Hidden Object game.

 The items are incredibly difficult to find due to muddy graphics and poor coloring. And no matter what I set the sound to, the
cutscenes played at full volume.

Also, after ending the game, steam would think it was still running so the only way to close steam was to shut down my
computer.

I wasted 54 cents on this and I still feel ripped off.. This game is an absolute headache to play. The HOG pictures are blurry,
grainy, or just plain aggravating, and there is no real story line or worthwhile puzzles. I bought it on sale, so I don't feel at all bad
about writing it off as a loss. I don't think it's worth finishing.. Pretty decent, once you get used to the horrible 800x600
resolution.

The hint system is pretty innovative, and there are mini puzzles in each hidden object scene where you use common tools you
carry with you to find more items.. Probably the worst hidden object game I have ever played. There is no story and no other
puzzles than the hidden object minigames and these are very poorly executed. The graphics are low resolution and unclear, the
object don't respect realistic scale and sometimes are almost entirely covered by other objects.
There is a ton of other HO games way better than this one.
20%, not recommended.. A mediocre hidden object game which is a sequel to this hidden object game...

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/298020\/

The game is developed by these people...

http:\/\/www.gogiigames.com\/about\/

Who are mainly app designers that literally spawn by the bucket loads cheap and crudely designed games.

As i have stated in my previous reviews regarding hidden object games, I don't really understand the logical reason why I must
continue to find stuff that I never need in the game. I've even remarked that I would much prefer if the stuff I did end up
finding, I could sell it all on ebay. In adventure chronicles that's exactly what happens. After you find the object you have found
each object is given a market value suggesting that it can be sold. The only main problem with this, is that you can't do anything
with that money. You can't decorate the museum, you can't buy clothes, you can't even buy weapons to blow your nemesis with
a hidden agenda away. So again what's the point of finding the stuff you never need???

Story is a big Yawn. You've been mailed a treasures hunters diary which contains the locations of 5 historical treasures on the
false premise that the owner of that diary only wants a small percentage of the market value of the treasures found. If mundane
objects like dominoes bring in $1,547 why even bother with the treasures?

In the end the diabolical master mind who probably hasn't even learnt how to tie shoe laces yet, is thwarted by a trap that was so
boring that i literally had to pound my head into the computer desk to get the circulation running back into my brain again.

Thumbs up because it works, but believe me, there is BETTER hidden object games out there...
https:\/\/youtu.be\/HvYizV0SmTs. I didn't want to play this after the disaster that was the first game "Escape The Musuem," but
I'm glad I finally found the courage.

AC: The Search for Lost Treasure is sequel that fixed everything that was wrong with one of the worst HOGs I've ever played
(Escape the Museum).
The clutter is gone, the HO scenes are 100% graphically improved allowing you to actually recognise the objects you are
supposed to find, there isn't as much pixel hunting, and you don't have to revisit the same HO scenes over and over again.
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(Sometimes up to 4 times in the original)

It's not a great game, but it's enjoyable enough to keep you playing as you globe trot to locate famous treasures.
The only negative I have is that the main character is supposedly an archaeologist and you spend most scenes destroying and
desecrating historical artifacts in order to find the treasure!

Overall. If you've played the terrible "Escape the Museum" and have been avoiding this game as a result, don't, it's safe!
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